
Liceo del Valle
2022 Spelling Bee
Elementary School

1st Grade
run sink like tent
bag the mass stop
bat water play big
cake will rabbit cold
dad small pig fan
ball band robot feet
blue brown sad help
come sun moon little
down can short made
food fish size pencil
hat fog soup solid
make cow what stand
sat grass mop top
plants hot teeth watch
mine web wig wing
her green why boat
apple cap plant black

2O22 Spelling Bee / First Grade



cat salad pad leaf
desk six rock have
walk dog sit mix
gas see sled paper
had head fly rat
how him has red
mat look hill his
taste mom ice animal
pink neck beep seal
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2022 Spelling Bee 

Elementary School 

2nd Grade 

 

after girls pelican stick 

amphibian give pick stomach 

another grapes pitch street 

answer grassland place summer 

bell growing planet sunlight 

block habitat plants sunny 

body Hand pole survive 

bottle head pollution sweet 

brain heat pond swim 

butterfly horn precipitation tadpole 

catch house property thank 

centimeter hungry protect them 

change jet queen think 

chick jungle rabbit thorn 

classify kept recycle tomato 

clock kitchen reduce truck 

cloudy ladybug reflect tundra 

condensation lake reptile van 
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condense later reuse vibrate 

constellation little river volcano 

create living rock volume 

daytime loudness roots wash 

desert magnet rotates water 

desk mammal said weather 

dinosaur many season what 

dress mass shelf when 

drought matter shell wings 

Earth mineral shelter winter 

egg mixture skyscraper with 

electricity more snack write 

erosion motion snail zebra 

evaporation must soil  

family next sometimes  

first night soon  

flowers nonliving sound  

force nutrients speed  

forest observe sports  

fossils ocean Spring  

friction orbit stem  

germinate oxygen   
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2022 Spelling Bee 

Elementary School 

3rd Grade 
acorn  across add additional 

address after afternoon again 

algae alive almost alone 

alongside amazing amphibians anymore 

apple ask availability away 

batter beautiful because believe 

best better between birthday 

bite black breakfast breathe 

brother brush built busy 

butterflies calendar came carry 

catch celebration cents chameleon 

change cheer children chipmunks 

chlorophyll chloroplast chores chrysalis 

city class cocoon compare 

concepts conclusions charming contrast 

court cozy cranes create 

creatures crumbs cycle cytoplasm 

deciduous different dioxide directions 

diseases dress dull dwell 

early Earth egg eight 

energy engine England enormous 

environments evergreen exciting eyelid 

fable fall February few 
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field fight fine flow 

food forecast forget freedom 

freeze friend frontier fun 

funny gate gather germinate 

ghost giraffe glum granddaughter 

grass grasshopper gray great 

grew ground growth guess 

half Halloween hammer handsome 

happy hardly harmful hatches 

haystack head help hibernate 

hide holiday homework hug 

independence inherit insect inside 

invertebrates January juicy kept 

key knowledge late leaf 

league leaves love lunch 

mammal many match matter 

May meadow measure members 

membrane merry metamorphosis microscope 

minutes mistake money month 

morphology mother need never 

next night nonliving nonrenewable 

nucleus nutrients nutrition orchards 

organelle organic organism oxygen 

pack page paint paper 

pay people perfect photosynthesis 

pictures place planet poison 

praise predict pride promise 

pronoun protects rain reach 

react read ready reason 
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rebuild recipe reproduce reptiles 

resources ride river roots 

safe said sail sailing 

sandwiches Saturday save scales 

school scientists sea second 

sedimentary seed sent September 

sequence shell shrubs sideways 

simple skate sleepy slept 

slide smooth snacks snake 

sneeze sniffing snuggle soil 

source south sparkling spent 

spores spread spring sprout 

squeeze stage state stem 

steps story strong subtract 

summer survive sweet table 

tame teach teeth test 

thank them then thick 

thin together tool toss 

traffic train traits treat 

trunks turnip turtle twitch 

underground vacuole vertebrates walking 

weather Wednesday when wings 

wish woods worry year 
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4th Grade 
Aboard absorption eligible adaptations 

Additional adjustment afford almond 

Amphibian ankle anxious appeal 

appointment approach arthropod artifact 

Assurance asthma astrophysical attention 

background bacteria bright balloon 

Barometer beautiful beet beforehand 

Beginning bibliography blades blood 

Blossom boiling borders breakfast 

Breathe porridge business camouflage 

Capillary delightful carefully caribou 

Castle century certificate challenges 

Chapter chemical chloroplast choose 

Chopsticks cinnamon classification climate 

Clothes collapse colonies combustion 

Commonly communicate communication community 
Commotion complete compound comprehensible 

condensation conference construction consumer 

Consuming contagious contribute counselor 

Curious customary daily dangle 

decomposer definitions delicious democracy 

demonstrate demonstration depths descendant 

Details development diagrams digest 

dimensional disappointment discoveries discrimination 
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Discuss display dynamite delightful 

Dribble earache earthquake ecosystem 

Elevators emerge encourage engineering 

entertainment envelopes environment equator 

Esophagus establish exhaust experiments 

Famous findings frightening flight 

Flood forecast fragrance freeze 

Hydrant frontier furiously gather 

generations geography germinate giggles 

Glorious governments growth handling 

Harmonica harness healthful antennae 

hemispheres hesitate hibernation highlight 

Homework horseback humidity hurricane 

Hypothesis identical immigrants increase 

independent independently ingredients icicle 

Interactive interpreting intestine sanctuary 

invertebrates journals journey knapsack 

Kerosene kingdom knock leather 

Length lettuce liquid luckily 

Mainland managements manufacturing meadow 

Measure measurements mechanical message 

metamorphosis meteorologist methods microscope 

Middle millennium misunderstand mitochondria 

Mighty moisture mollusk mushrooms 

Midnight necklace nonvascular nucleus 

Nutrient opportunities oppression ourselves 

Outfielder oxygen paragraph patterns 

Peacefully perimeter photographs photosynthesis 

Physical plantations plateaus pleasure 

Poisonous population powerful precipitation 

prescription procedure production productive 
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Propeller publish puddle realize 

Rearrange recognize refinery reflection 

Refuge relationships remedies reptile 

Rescue research nettles riddle 

Saddle succulent satellite schedule 

Scientists season settle several 

Shipwreck shoelaces skitter slavery 

Smooth spaghetti sparkle spear 

spectrometer spherical squeeze squirrel 

Stability stampede statement stylish 

Stomach straight strategies strengthen 

Stretcher struggle stubborn successful 

suggestions surrounding survival suspiciously 

Swallow symmetry synthetic technique 

Technology themselves thermal thermometer 

Thorn tissue tortoise transparencies 

transpiration treasure trouble vacuole 

Variables volcanoes waddle waist 

Weather wedding wistful weird 

Windmill wrapping wreck wrench 
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